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FAKMVILLE, VIRGINIA, WEDNESDAY. .IAN. 18. 1939

N... 18

Theresa Graff Will Reign as Queen;
Charlotte Minton Is Maid - of- Honor;
Eighteen Members Make Up Court
Eight Seniors Arc
Selected to Be
In May Court

Koanoke Girls
Are Elected to
Lead Parts

*>ix Snnhomores
And Freshmen
Are In Court

May Queen Will
Play the Part
Of lively Una

Eieht seniors, four juniors,
three sophomores and three freshmen were chosen by the student
body to be members of the 1939
May Court.
The girls selected were: Pat tie
Bounds. Margaret Britton. Frankle Bryan. Elsie Dodd. Vera Ebel.
Kitty Roberts Clara Nottingham,
Ma'caret Stallard.
Chlotilde Jarman, Sara Keesee.
Virginia Lee Pettis. Lula Windham Ruth Carney. Mary Gray
Thompson. Nancy Wolfe. Nancy
Naff Catherine Radspinner. and
Mary Lou Shannon.
These girls will be ladies in the
court of the queen. Una. Their
exact roles ha\-e not been definitely decided upon, but it is probable that they will form a court
figure and dance the minuet.
The plans for this year's May
Day have begun and will be announced at some later date.

Josephine Johnston
Talks to Students
On Poetic Pleasure
Tlustrating the lecture with
poems of her own composition,
Miss Josephine Johnson of Norfolk. Virginia, spoke to students,
faculty members and twon*s people in the little auditorium on
Wednesday night, January 11.
Her topic was "Poetry in Everyday Life." This program was one
of the bi-monthly programs of
educational interest sponsored by
the Farmville Junior Woman's
Club
Miss Johnson denned poetry as
"a search for truth." "A lovely
poem greatly enhances one's Joy
of living. Nothing is too work-aday to be Interpreted by poetry,"
Miss Johnson concluded.
The speaker is an alumna of
Farmville S. T. C. and is now
doing library work in Norfolk.
She is a member of the Poetry
Society of Virginia and an honorary member of the Alpha chapter of the Phi Beta Kappa at
William and Mary College. Miss
Johnson has published a book of
poems and has had notably many
of her works accepted by Harpers Magazine and the Atlantic
Monthly.

Senior Class Begins
Series of Class Sings
Given Each Year
Every year at the beginning of
the winter quarter each class
competes for a cash prize to be
given to the class which gives the
best "sing". Each Saturday night
for four consecutive weeks one
"sing" is given. At the end of the
last "sing" the Judges announce
their decision which is based
upon originality, presentation,
and appeal to the audience. The
Judges this year are Miss Olive T.
Continued on Page 6

Theresa Graff of Roanoke. Virgniia. and a member of the Senior
class was chosen by the Student
Body in a popular vote to reign
II May Queen for 1939.
Charlotte Minton also from
Roanoke and a member of the
K.-iiior class was chosen as maid
of honor.
This year the queen will take
the part of lovely Una from

Spencer's

Charlotte Minton. elected to be maid-ol-honor at May Day exercises

Bonnie Lane
Speaks in Chapel
On European Topic

Theresa Gran* who will reign as Ma> Quern on May ti.

A. C. E. Initiates
Nineteen Students
Into Society

Nineteen girls were initiated
into the local chapter of the Association for Childhood EducaWith the same manner with tion on Thursday night, January
which she presided at Student 12. To be bid into the club, a naBody meetings, Bonnie Lane, the tional organization for nursery
president of our student body of school, kindergarten, and primtwo years ago once more faced ary teachers, one must have a
S. T. C. students in Chapel on mark of at least C on her stuJanuary 16. For the past yearl dent teaching and have shown
Bonnie has been studying in Eu- herself interested in work with
rope. Bonnie began by telling usj little children.
that as a "chapel speaker" she
New A. C. E. members are: Faye
felt as out of place as she must Brandon, Theresa Graff, Elizabeth
have appeared to the two small Glasgow, Virginia A. Pullen, Mrs
Ooinian boys who decided that shej Katherine Whitfteld. Emily L.
wasn't an American since
in Owen. Jamie Lee Peake, Elsie
wasn't "chewing gum"! She told Dodd, Lucy Lingo, Josa Carlton.
of her impressions of Germany. Jane Hardy, Maude McCh<
prefacing her remarks with thej Christina Garrette. Mabel Mcthought that you gnd yourself Lain. Mary Sue Simmons. Marie
narrow-minded after talking to Beale. Doris Trimyer. Ann Dugpeople of thirty-seven other na- \ ger. Frances Pritchett.
tionalities.
Perhaps her most interesting!
experience was having a personal
interview with Hitler. Since he
is interested in youth, he enjoys
talking to young people and learning their viewpoint- Ilia' which
impressed bar particularly was I
"Curtain! Sssh!"
the fact that Hitler sat in a room
a mummy party?
protected by bomb proof glass | Wh
which she could not help com- A Rat Court?
No. Swallow your imagination
paring to the simple room in
Washington'-.
headquarti rs
In and hush!
Its Senior Sing!
Valley Forge, and noting the pomp
and circumstance of the one opWhite figures stand in impressposed to the sure simplicity of ive array, in a haze of mystic
the other which represented a blue light. A solemn personage
true form of government
lacks drip handsomeBonnie went further to explain ly from her nose, enters to mathat Hitler teemed to avoid the
music, bearing a manussubjects of Eduration Bean
Bi [pi ,ii,(! s. niot Bini || off for a
and foreign policy. Totalitarianttlon of the annual
lism respect! education and in
Germany, young girls have about
"We are going to reminisce with
one-tenth the
nlty to IKSenior of
39 hiding a giggle very nicely,
Continurd on Page 6

Pi Gamma Mu
Program Wins
Honorable Mention
Notice has been received from
Leroy Allen, executive secretary
of Pi Gamma Mu. national honor
fraternity for social science, that
the local chapter of the honor
society was awarded honorable
mention for the citation of the
annual program of the local
chapter.
The citation was given this
year to the Catholic University of
America chapter at Washington.
D C.
Each year the chapters of Pi
Gamma Mu work on one complete program for the whole year.
This program after it has been
completely worked up and pre■ented is sent to the National
Board of Trustees of Pi Gamma
Mu who select the two best programs from the whole fraternity.

Resume of Past Four Years
Is Presented us Senior Sing
"and take you back for

of our entertainment

(

thai have

represented the spirit of our ell
so well through all our
here."
As she speaks the tall white
cocoons that Ui
iU become
animated long enough
into action and take us bark to
the freshman year oi the Oil
'39
The mummies jitter nicely to
the tune of S. O. I. and then the
memories begin; Vera's imn
rendition of "A Night at V
Carlo"; Frankle and Steed struggling with the "egg ba
Continued on Page 6

Junior Production
Will Be Presented
On Next Tuesday
River boat minstrelry will feature the Junior production Januaiy M when the first Sho-.'.
boat" ever to appear at S. T. C.
will hi presented by the junior
class.
ii BI k-faci ii conn dlans, dancing
singing and heaitiest laughs will

characterise tins prom! QI pi
fonnance in which approximately
thirty individual! are to partuiothei featurei ol the n*
tertainment will be organ chor■ i numbers, negro
ipiritusl and derby numbers,
The idle ol Captain ileniy will

"Fairy Queens". The

theme was written by Helen ReifT.
Hi. maid of honor will probably
take the part of chief lady-inwaiting.
Both of these girls have been
outstanding members of the student body Though Theresa has
only been here two years she has
made quite a record for herself.
She is Senior representative to
the Student Standards Committee
and is the general chairman for
May Day this year. She is a
member of Sigma Sigma Sigma
social sorority and the Cotillion
Club.
Charlotte is president of Alpha
Kappa Gamma, honorary fraternity for leadership, vice-president
of the Student Body, and associate editor of "The Virginian".
She has been in both the May
Court and Mardi Oral Court for
'In past two years. Charlotte Is
a member of Pi Kappa Sigma 0
cial sorority and the Cotillion
Club.
Elsie Dodd and Kitty Roberts
who also ran for queen, will automatically become members of the
court.
Further plans for this year's
Day which will be held on
May 6 in the Longwood Dell will
bl announced at a later date
Practice! for tin dan'-'-; will probably begin after exams in March.

Vmrentices Present
Play at Meeting
Of Dramatic Club

be played by Do) Pitcher, while
Sarah Keesee, Pranoei Dies
and Virginia !.• i Petl
- othei
"Grandmother—Old Style", by
important i bai setters,
Walter P Kutori, was the apprenTins prodw ■
Ul ■ pity PM Hltld at the DraKli/abcth Kent Hi ■• D Keili,
matic Club meetim on Wednesand i
: by JIM
day. January 11, at 7:15.
!,'l Martha Ml
iieien Hswkln portrayed the
modern vei Ion in Grandmother
Othei in' mi,
who
• i
ui men of the Carter, while Peggy Bellas repn ented the old-fashioned as
various committee! ire; Olivia Orandmothei Bovden Coriida Lee
Co Miming; Jerry Chaplin 'ook the part of Bessie,
thl mother, and Martha Ann
Hard
OIUi Q Baldwin, took the part of John,
■in father,
1
Burbsnk and
Willie who was always in trouHi II D J'-lf' ood by all exKarthi Mesde HardaBowden was
lighting; :
kbettl Ann Puik'-r
M i Id red, was portrayed
Windham bu
fohnny
Phil Ki iiioby Margai't Kenny.
publicity; snd Rul
This prOdUl 'ion was dm ltd by
am.
Alpha Lee Oai I
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Dorothy Parker
Presents Lyrics
As First Poetry

Echoes From an
Empty Space

John Erskine
Writes of Villoiu
French Ro^ue

GLEANINGS
By Johnny Lybrook
Congress seems to have caught I from

the reports of the press and the results of
last fall's elections the hint that llie people
One certain Hampden-Sydney
of
i
are
not exactly satisfied with the spending
In
"The
Brief
Hour
ia38-i<J3'j member Associated College Press, disDorothy Parker, a newcomer, scholar has the right spirit tocomparatively speaking, to the ward our charming seniors. He Francois Villon", one of his most program of its Nation. And so when the
tributor of Collegiate Digest
isto our more publicized modern escorted six fair ones up to senior |*"^ ™*^™rf"!^ recommendation of the President for an
Published by students of the Stale Teachers
writers Of verse, is the author of building in one night. His only has made the logue-poet of Fiance |
College, Farmville. Virginia
a book of collected poems entitled excuse to offer is that danger is live again.
appropriation ol $87o,(KK).(MM) for relict
•Not So Deep As A Well". Her lurking in the dark corners and
We have all heard about Ran- reached the House, it was cut by figures
Entered as second class matter March 1. 1921. in three earlier volumes of poetry, this Don Juan .Charlie Joyce to cois Villon but few of us know,
,0 $160,000,000 which is about
u
the Post Office ol Farmville, Virginia, under act ■Death and Taxes". "Sunset you I takes it upon himself to pro- a R'eat deal about him.
He
,..,...,
.
.,
,,
Gun . and "Enough Rope", has, tect the fair damsels. But what mourned the briefness of time one-fitth of what the I resident requested.
of March 3. 1934.
caused much attention and ap- excuse has he for escorting fresh- Beauty filled his eyes, he missed The Senate is expected to sustain the action
$1.50 per year plause from her increasing num- men. namely Ora Earnest? Per- none of it. and in his haste he of the House.
Subscription
ber of admirers. Some of her haps he thought he could get to stumbled, which brings his story
It is rumored however, that such a cut
poems originally appeared in the third base this way.
home l° vou and me " He Painted
STAFF
"Conning Tower" of the New
We wonder if Perry Smith is himself in dark colors yet he has; was t>x,)ecte(j an(| that because of it, the
ake MM
the uac*
back seai
seat •—never -""
been •forgotten.
He ••-had -a u,.psi(ipnt „.,,
World and Herald Tribune, as willing to take
«•»--•• —
Editor-in-Chief
LeNofr Hubbard York
in Life, the Yale Review and many as she apparently has to be when very humble beginning yet he I'esiueni set int
minimum somewhat
Business Manager
Florence Hi
others. There is a variety of sub- Isabel shows up for the week-end. became known to the rulers of above what the minimum actually is.
If
lects. tangible and intangible. Definitely Bill Kay believe in the France, not only because of his BUCj, a runU)r js c,,rrect the relief program
Associate Editors
ftWW "**Bo Deep As A old adage "variety is the spice of Portr,HWt »f^»'j2 wil| not ,„,
„v ,Kmi,„;ipp,(l hv „„. (,llt.
uewl
Pattie Bounds Well. There is that vividness and life .
escapaaes. MIS mieiest in women,
• • ,
■
.
'
Frances Alvis strain of humaneness that charThe East side of Senior building was wide and varied yet we know Otherwise, it is hard to say just exactly
., , '
Vera Ebe aoteriias each of her poems. The was an array of Juliets hanging that he had only one true love „.),.,, ,.ty(r, the cut will have.
Ma, ini-iP Nimrn(1 ' following are a few of the com- out the window Sunday night and that was to end on tragedy.
Sports
Mauonc Nimme ^^ m^ ^ ^^ lyrjcs when Kit Pucne,,s lover from Rlcc
Francois was the illegitimate
By far the most popular issue in Conhave inspired in the past:
came with bagpipe and banjo to chllcl of a wash woman; his fa- greSS is the defense program, appropria•There is music here, and lilt serenade her.
£Lf »h^j£t£?.£
tS «<»■ tOX the general defense, must of a newn0 took hlm and iaisrd
Reporters
and gusto, and a wit that is biting
Anson Jamison certainly has a Benolt
, , •
, , ., ,
.,-,
him He had everv
way of getting around—it must be
advantage, in- cessity be increased both bodies agree. I he
and tense."
Louise Allen. HasaTWOOd Burbaiik. Elizabeth Burke,
—Henry Hazlitt. N. Y. Sun. his 1924 Ford. He lives up to the eluding an education at the uni- question which remains upon this issue to
liable Burton. Ann Bradner, Mildred Cal.is.
These and many more com- spirit of the school, however, he TO*** *J* ^.J^h^f"n«» be solved is just "how much is too much.
Badle Cobb, Bernice Copley, Marie Eason. Mary mpnts upon M,.s Perkins poems has
k.> been
k,.„« "rushing" them
**»•" ever
-~— "followed him through his life. He
Sue ■dmondson. Marlon Harden, Mildred |glve some idea of the real worth since Christmas. Who's going to **■ always getting into trouble. "mv mu«l IS enougn, and How much is too
Harry, E. Byrd Hutcheson, Frances Hutcheson, and value of her magnetic poetry, be number eight on your list. An- In fact hp was seldom out of it. little."
Helen Jeffries. Ban Keessee. Johnny Lybrook. ! There is also a realistic humor son?
Hto twin brother. Kelly He started by robb.ng^small stores
< {
^
,,
m> p,^,
hjs
fc
Marv Walker Mitchell. Clara Nottingham, in her verse as shown in the fol- Davis, did a neat piece of rushing «oi iooa men ne lODoea 101 ciotn
Noima ..aiiiplm. A«n. s P.ckeral. Helen Reiff, j lowing selections:
this week-end. too. He and Jim g' """£» *» £L"g± 2
T^ ^ J^*:" ?*?*, l° *£
B, .ky Sandid,, Janc.le Shelor. Frances Steed. I
Col^ ^ o^ NaTr^ The <l"esfon said We are thinking m terms o,
|hu JSJ-*
e_fpst I™™ ™ SST'S £2 the College
Shirley Stephens, Edna Strong. Jean Terrell.
' Body,
B^M^Tran^atlan'ti?^"!
churcTm*ht forgive"somethings necessary defenses, and the conclusion ,
place
"Miss Trans-atlantic" Bon- cnur
Dibbs Type. Dell Warren. Elizabeth West.
From here to heaven's end:
nie Lane. Maybe Miss Lane was but that it would never forgive, inevitable that our existing forces are SO
The field is white with flowering flattered. Certainly it was differ- ™e crime followed him all utterly inadequate that they must be imManagers
through his life and he was to
lace,
atV Tc^ f°rmer C°lleBe ^KSsVTl y"ears""late'r:
' mediately Strengthened
.We must have
The linchens leap and bend.
His Iove t0T
Assistant Business Manager
Virginia Yager
It sounds screwy but when
kou'sc de Qrigny armed forces and defense-- strong enough
Circulation Manager
Elizabeth Prince The hills, beneath the roving sun. Frank takes a trip for a week and vas, the Pmes} thing in his life to ward off sudden attack against strateAssistants Anne Benton. Jcancttc Ferguson, Anna
From green to purple pass.
doesn't even write. Bennett and.." is a .sham£ tnal. nothlne ic
Itaxey, Martha MeKinstry, Caralie Nelson. And nttle. triffling breezes run
Barnes, the shy little girl hater could come of it. Try as he might * Positions and key facilities essential to
Mary West.
Their fingers through the grass, sends Tonv a card signed "all my | he could never come UP t0 tnP insure '■*" resistance and ultimate
live". I don't get it. do you Tony? ; standards that she set for him. victory . . . Every American is aware of the
Several times he almost succeeded
So good it Is, so gay it is.
Billy Adams thought he was ™''"""1''m™ ="C peaceful intentions of the government ami
mighty bid the other dav when
'
nave nis past come be- .
,
_
Typists
So calm It is. and pure,
tween them He mel ner when ne ,lle IH ,,|)U
'
' ' ' ' Kvt'rv American know* that
Chief Typist
Doris Chesnut A one whose eyes may look on this he managed to push a girl twice I
Must be the happier, sure.
his size into a monstrous mud-1*'" v?' you"B, aln?,.'°"°rd he'" Wfl haV(' no thought of aggression, no deAssistants Anne Bruce, Dorothy Smith, Lucy
hole. Careful. Billy, those clean- aT^iT^ZL^\tl^ sire for furth« territory. Nevertheless, as
Blackwell, Elizabeth Bundy. Caroline Booth.
But me—I see it flat and gray
er's bills are mighty easy to run I
lose two had ..
„
_
. _•
by the stream that wonderful the Executive Head of the government, I
And blurred with misery.
up.
Because a lad a mile away
Ben Sawyer looks like a "man spring morning and Francois am compelled to look facts in the face . , .
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 18, 1939
Has little need of me.
without a country" these days ™l£5u\?j£*x£ soul The young men of this nation should not
since Miss Maynard Is listed
among the student teachers at and was willing to forget his be compelled to take the field with antiOpen Forum
Curdsville. He has had to resort many mistakes. Each time that quated weapons."
they thought that their goal was
_. _
to parlor tricks.
The administration, faculty, and
Dear Students:
in view something happened and
' nt' ' resident requested that the approHelen
Greens
and
Yetive
DawThe
Infirmary
is
your
place
of
more
often
than
not
it
was
the
priation
of .$552,000.0(111 be made for this
■ituriint body irish t» express their
rest, quiet and treatment of minor son were really parading the town
ult
jnday afternoon.
rhey and [?
°f the poet. Courageous to parpoae. "Devoid of all hvsleria. this proillnesses. I am here to direct you
It i pi si sympathy to Dorothy Ituckthe en d Louise neve
L ° dJPran: <rram is but the minimum of mauir«m«nr>"
l -, she was aff
and administer unto you in the their W. & L. men were following I co,s that
in
each
others
footsteps
so
per"cted with '
" »■ lequlrtnwnti .
litml in her recent bereavement.
way I feel is best.
heart disease. She gave him that he said. This sum is to be divided between
There will be no iron clad rules, sistently that we had fears that
sidewalks would be worn thin, fief hour that he had lived for the Army am| th(. X;lvv
,his
M|R.n
of
unless I am forced to make them.
Virginia Vose got tired of table and
he
remembered
her
when
she
.„
.
.
,
.
.
t
but I want to explain to you some
asking three times a dav "is *-as
loveliest. Even when a"lwu"1 w'" "« .spent in tquipping new
of the social ethics I hope we can 57
ne was an old man ne ,ived wlth
"aval liases, in building new airships, and
that the sweater??" So Sunday hls dream
maintain.
.
s of Louise. _
jn training civilian air pilots.
pilOtS. The
The figures
I know each of you wants to she came smashingg through ..in a!
sweater
of
sky
blue
which
it!
John
Erskine
has
given
us
one
know that there is a place in your
■ of the mos, beautiful romances Jj"' «»■ aspecial appropration. and when
college where you can go to have A„„„
.that
has been known in history, added to the usual Army-.Navy appropnS
quiet rest If promiscuous visiting Arny
man e lhat
"Ebo's"
face
was
as
i
red
as
thel""
,™
f
*'" ,the, ?!!e tion '" ,h(' normal budget brings the total
was allowed in the infirmary this
beautiful thing in the life of the
....
dress
she
wore
when
a
few
of
the
would be impossible. Patients
great rogue-poet.
amount requested from ( ongress tor a
with colds are often admitted not secrets of her love affair were
"well-round program" of defense to $1,661,only for treatment, but also be- revealed before the Student Body
558,000.
and
Tommy—the
most
surprised
cause of the infectious nature of
Last week's "Rotunda" carried an ar- the cold to others. Many such of all being Tommy.
Hut of this vast amount (the additional
Annie Shaw has at last gotten
persons could be treated in their
appropriation)
only $210,0(1(1.000 is to be
ticle stating the fad thai Varmivlle Btat( rooms, but isolation from "others hel" chance. It sounds like a put
paid
out
of
the
treasury within the next
up job that Spong had to stop Dear Students:
Teachers College had received |8,000 to be is necessary in order to protect dating Jean Scott.
eighteen
months
and
the balance alter July
as far as possible roommates and
essential in publishBert Gartrell certainly like va- ingThea first
used in the further development Of the li- other associates.
magazine is to acquire a 1, 1940. Thus it is apparent that notwithriety in a sense but he does stick great deal of material from which
Under certain circumstances pabrary. This fund is to lie used to buy books tients without infectious disease to G-girls in that he dated Kitty the editors may choose. Here is standing the prophecy of Ambassadors
Roberts Sunday night. And Charwill be granted the privilege of
where you students come in. A Kennedy and Bullitt for war this spring in
for our library.
lotte where were you Saturday
flavins roommates as visitors. I night while Bert waited patiently great many of you have talents Europe Mr. Roosevelt does not expect an
Did any of you ever think Of the vast will inform you when such is the in the Rotunda to have that date for writing that you are simply immediate war. At least it is obvious that
squelching. Why don't you break
caw, SO please do not ask.
with you. Incidentally Martha down and compose a poem or a he believes America will not bfl called 11)1011
number of books and current magazines At this time of the year there Meade
was at home.
story—or just anything that could within the year to express her rights and
large number of students with
True love never runs smotoh be used in the Colonnade? Perand newspapers that we do have in our li- colds, I urge you not to treat
so this may explain Steed's ac- haps you have some masterpiece feelings to the tune of bombs and shells—
brary here'.' Probably not I If you walk into yourselves, but to come to the in- toins Sunday night. Nevertheless, stuck away in your trunk and and war.
firmary with the first indication Smitty's eight page letter brought
Unless China completely surrenders
our binary you will see books stacked up of a cold. Early treatment is very steed smiling through and we have hesitated to hand it in. Please
dig it out and put it in the ma- herself to Japan we have no need to fear
important in abating a cold, also hear everything is rosy again.
gazine box. and let the editors
in large piles and piled up on the shelves. during the initial stage one is very
Bill Tracy was unable to sit decide.
attack from our west coast and so long as
infectious to others.
down in Shannons Friday night.
These book, are all good books books thai
Stories
about
children,
advenEngland and France are able to hold their
I appeal to you not only for What is this thing called V. C.
ture, travel, and romance, of own in Eurrope there is little fear of atyour
own
protection,
but
also
as
it would be well worth our while to read.
that cute H.-S. boys take part in? course, are always good. You
a sense of fairness to others. StuWhy is Volney Campbell so in- may write about anything inter- tack here in these United States.
This fund which has .just come to us dent teachers especially must re- h rested in detracting certain esting So come on and loosen up
The President is asking a peace time
member tins in regard to the ohll>
will be used to buy other good books. Th.se drat) uiih whom they are in con- girls' attentions from the K. A. 1 Do your part to make the Col- preparation "just in case". If war does not
—it's a new line he's trying these onnade a good readable magabooks are for our use. 'They are boughl with tSJBt Children are even more days.
come, we will certainly not begrudge such
zine!
susceptible to colds than adults
Latest reports from Cupid:
spending. If however, the cloud which hov"The
Colonnade"
Staff
an eye as to what will be Interesting to us and often complications arise Frankie. Mable and Johnnie are
ers fails to pail over and the world grows
which are alarming and even may still In love with Pikas from Richand I help to US in our study and work.
have you lost all interest in "Venbe fatal
mond.
able" or are you seeking someone darker and darker—it war does come—we
I am certain that each of you
Where was Essie Millner going else to wear another of those could never forgive ourselves for not being
Why not use these books'.' Why not go
WUJ agree With me that these
night wearing no hat and m
fraternity pins you own?
to the library and u.-e the magazines and things I am asking of you all Sunday
... Tl ; ..V, .. „«*',. KnnilD<l
prepared to meet the critical emergency.
gripping. r-v
Doc
Richard's hands?
We wonder why Betty ButterWe wonder who the three Pikas worth keeps coming back to
Those then who will dare oppose this
newspaper! thai are put there for our use'.' m keeping with food eltlsenshlp
I am with you in hclpmn to make are that the Rounder referred to Parmville every week-end. Per- program are taking upon themselves a
'They are there for us. it is ap to as to go the infirmary -our infirmary one
this week and why they refused to naps Mr wooling can answer this
and gti them and Ulfi them for our own of the best I ask for your co- date Misses Scott. Carter and ; questi0n. SSftiTir"i? .to I ^tTTwaf'X ""LV?, **!? *"
ai
War
operation
smith Reeves, can you solve this; pi0bably loves the fair city as we
' ' hey are »'">dly saying we
pleasure and work I
Jean M Martin, M. D.
problem0 By the way. Mr. Brown.' all do!!!!
afe safe and secure.

library Is For

\i<l of Students,
Why Not Use It?

Open Forum

al
5
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One Hundred Eighty-Five
Girls Make S.T.C. Honor Roll

American Artist
Group Presents
Kxhibtion

IiOvelace Shoe Shop

Prince Raphael Emmanuel
Presents Oriental Moods

From old to new with any shoe

In Talk to Students

Highest .;: 1.1, material used
We had a bit of the Orient right
The exhibition of original etch- m our midst lust Tuesday night in Third St.
1 .11 l.nllle. Va.
ings. lithographs and woodcuts the person Of Prince Raphael
being held at Charlotte county Emmanuel, a real sheik — propublic library at Charlotte C. H. Bounced
Shekk-ir—from the
from Jan. 9-21. inclusive. Is in ev- I deserts of the Bible Lands. He
Of the one hundred eighty-five
cry sense of the word a national, won us with his keen humor,
Students who made the Farmville
State Teachers College Honor Roll
exhibit. The artists whose works flushing laughing darts from soft,
are being shown, all members of ■ dark eyes, and showing gleaming
for the Pall quarter. 1938. seventhe American Artists Group, in- while teeth when he smiled. And
teen are girls living in Farmville.
elude some of the most famous he held us fascinated with tales
Ten are Richmond girls, nine are
_ ,„
men and women in the art world. „i his native country. We learned
from Roanoke, five are from Nor- I |n \ |*• I' 1.1! 111 1,1lP
They hail from all parts of the that an Arabian youth never sees Have You Tried our Delicious
folk and four are from Danville.
country. Every section and no his bride until the wedding day.
A grade of A or B on threeHAMBURGERS
Dr. Sydney B. Hall, state superhan seventeen states and the Their parents contract betrothRaphael
Emmanuel,
a
native
of
fourths of the Quarters work is
intendenl
of
public
instruction,
District
of
Columbia
are
represental.
Prince
Raphael
likened
a
beauMade with tomato, lettuce, pickle
the first requirement of the Honor; tjr m Mesopotamia, spoke in the
will be Hampden-Sydney's next ed among the birthplaces of these tiftil woman to an Arabian horse.
Roll; also, there must be no fail- large auditorium Tuesday night.
vocational
lecturer,
speaking
to
.celebrated
artists.
with eyes like a cow—a rare comures, no conditions, no unexcused January 10. on the custome and
the student body on February 14,
When it is realized that the p^imentl He described the work
absences from class or chapel, and
it was announced this week by Dr. artist draws on the traditions of thai his mother and sister put in- We Deliver
(all 200
no reports from the Home De- institutions of his fellow AssyChal- Hi I man Bell, who is in charge of his na'ive locality, the place of | to the weaving of his colorful
partment or the Student Govern- rains. Babylonians, and
his upbrincint; and the environ- Aiab aU:n ; and showed how they
obtaininc speak
ment Association on the student's deans.
Girls from the State Teachers ment in which he lives for the made their large, thin cakes of j
record.
Dressed in native costume. Collegi In Farmville have been in- material of his self-expression, it bread
We heard and saw the
The following is a list of those
can be seen to what extent this prayer of the Mohammedan -Emlaughing
with
and
at
Americans
vi'ed
tc
the
lecture,
which
will
Who made the Honor Roll for the
with some of their strange cus- deal with teaching as a profession interchange between regions and manuel himself is a Nestoriam.
past quarter:
toms.
shiek Emmanuel spoke in-, and permission is expected to be countries has enriched the cross- with a devout love for our God
Rachel Abernathy. Marie Bird
i tion of our art now on view at and Bible.
!y ,K ,c!
"' '
*■"■ ,
, ,
_
Allen. Peggy Allen. Frances Alvis. formally: and m moving rapidly
w
Charlotte
county public library.
with sincere love for literature
. _. ..
. . ...
As his especial subject for the
Lillian Anderson. Mary Elizabeth about the
The exhibit gains in importance and history Emmanuel lias obtain- Expert cleaning, repairing and
platfoim. in whistling „,,,., ■-,,. „., . „,,.. „vr,iajn tn ,v,P
Badeer Frances Bailey.
Los
Bar-'
,.
,
.
night.
Di.
Ha.i
will
explain
to
ine
I ■ "III.ill. lllli'
Badger, rranies °B"r>■
nat ve music, in kneeling to show- prospective teachers and
his and public interest, too. when we rd a high degree of culture withbee, Antoinette Barrett, Evelyn
ccnsider
that
these
forty-nine
(,ut the aid of school or college
Beale. Anne Benton. Elizabeth how Mohammedans pray, he dis- Hampdi n-Sydney audience just artists, so widely divergent in their and compos. ■ poems and music Main St.
0 pposite P. O.
Berryman. Anne Billups. Margaret played the incredible actlveneea' what the renowned "new currieu- origins and experiences, belonging of great beauty. He accompanies
Black. Marguerite Blackwell.
of his race.
T\LX^J\hl°lZliSl as they do' ,0 s0 many dm™M "• music with' a cracking of the
Beverly Blair. Rebecca Bland.
In telling of his people Sh.ek 5g«3ln JVSelA
^hools of art. are animated by finger peculiar to musicians of
„„,„..,
,
,
, ,.
.
.
uon oi ur. m
Rebecca
Bondurant.
Mildred _
cne umfylng prmclpie. it is their his land
I'nder the mangement of
Bowen. Faye Brandon. Florence Emmanuel spoke of their hospi,.al(,, in the yv„ N,r Stokes of belief that this richly varied An,,,W« thank Prince Raphael, who
Bress Marie Brickert. Margaret j tality. In his country there are V. instcn-Salem. N. C. will ad- ican art should belong to men and w.ih v. rsatile charm, has given us
"CHARLIE" JOIINSDN
Britton. Evelyn Burford. Sarah I no introductions and no strangers; <>MM Hampden-Sydney students women of moderate means, to be a peep into the vivid world of the
a
th ird
Button. Mary C. Bynum. Josa
, ,
vocational lecture, Pnjoycd by tnem in tneir own 0rlem
patriarch-for the people '"
**__i...~ Anita
»r,.tQ rorrincton
Juan,
,
..
through the efforts of layior homes, as well as looked at on the
Carlton.
Carrington. Juan
lta Carson.
Sarah Elizabeth live in tribes—welcomes the stran- ,.,,,;,., The first lecture was de- wa Is of museums
ger to his home nd
livered in early November by Dr.
Pinck. Comet star, although closeCI
should tnt>
1^M7 fhuiHn noils Chesteuest admire any pos- G w jeflera of the s T c in
ly watcher, managed to get in a
h
Up0
Farmville.
who
spoke
on
Marine
bS*KH2 S£. ^ra'cTne. j^^**"-- »
"
work of 16 points. Dobbins
Sio'.ogy as a profession.
also countered 8 points for the j
Mary Anne■ Cobb. S^'ThSSSU started in
Previous well-known educationman. Ellen Conyers. Nancy Cooley
Jjg^ ^^ Rrp many M(>
losers: but these were offset by'
ui c. who have spoken to
Helen Cost an. Marguerite CosPURE DRUGS
the work of Glamaek and Howard
Thelma | hammedans among the people. H8mpden-Sydney audiences In the LOOD CiTCleS
tello. Rosa Courter,
who totaled 28 smackers between
•ralle.
Emma
!
Missionaries
from
several
coun,
.
BlackMEDICINES
pas; includcd he late Dr
Courtney. Elizabeth Ct
In m.
tries
v»e wtih each other in trying we„ Qf Randolp|1.Macon CoI,ege.! Upsets
upsets predominated
prcdomina
as anothLouise Crowgey. Cha rlotte Davis. to convert
TOUT
vi; i i. i i
the non-Christians.
V. P. I. 32: Richmond 31
Dr. Conrad Stone of Roanoke. Dr. er week-end rolled around for the
Nette Davis. Rachael DeBerry
Few of these Semetic people Ben Lacy of Richmond, and many hard-wood league and state quin"Captain Sonny Pamirs spun
(Jualitv—rrice—Service
Louise DeJarnette. Bessie Dillon.
tets won or lost with doldrum ir- desperately in mid air 30 seconds
Nancy Dinwiddie. Elsie Dodd. Ade- can read and write: they have n(h(,rs
VIRGINIA
vocational lecture series i regularity. Rcanokes rising Mar- before the final gun in a torrid FARMVILLE
laide Dressier. Frances Dudley. few doctors and no dentists, nor
Ann Dugger. Sue Dunlap. Caro- do they need dentl care because was begun last year under the oons. despite a sluggish start, are hardwood battle to cage a onersnl
f Dr Herman Beii.' fast entrenching themselves in .he hand toss from the side and idve
line Eason. Vera Ebel. Marjorie the diet includes hard foods
which must be chewed manMimcs h"
^^ D
lie Gobblers a dramatic 32-31 vict_ ,hick of the race. and by curfew
Ellett. Emil Ellis.
as much as f^rtcan food is ment
|timc arc counU.d iipon co lead a tory of the Spiders" In the week's
each
lecture
Jane Engleby, Beulali Ettineer. chewed and wheh safeguaids the
^
on
y chase {or the rest of tne thriller. Nip and tuck all the way.
"The Convenient Store"
Louise Ewell. Patsy Fletcher.
wenl the Contest. Burge and Humpack.
Carolyn L. Ford. Bliss Fowlkes,
Dealer in fancy groceries and
bert shone for the losers; Pierce
Roanoke 46: Elon 33
Nancy Fulton. Christine Garrette. lives live together in tribes, the ^llege student
confectioneries
and
Powers
for
the
winning
TechEleven
minutes
of
the
second
...,_■__.grains
._. and
„„J beautiful
v,„„..,if„i of the series was given by Mr.
Mildred Gentry. Carrie Gibboney. men raising
600 IliKh St.
Farmville. Va.
Ruth Gleaves. Blair Goode. Marie Arabian horses—and shiek Em- Meacham. of the Richmond Times half was all that the State champ-1 menHamlin. Marion Harden, Betty manuel says that the highest Dispatch, who spoke on journal- ions needed to sew up a sluggish
V. M. I 18: U. & M. 13
ism as a vocation under the direct ccntest with the Christians of
dnla
Military's
gridiron
Hardy.
PONDS l.\( l.\l. TISSUES
compliment the Chaldean can pay
sponsorship
of the Tiger, the Elon. Trailing 19-20 at intermis- quintet jumped into an early lead
Mildred Harry. Maxlne Hawks a woman is to say she is as beauMf
sion, big Bob Sheffield, led bark a
Sarah Hayes, Mildred Hedgepeth, tiful as an Arabian horse; the .„__,____
, ___,.. ,__, lenewed band that held the losers end Citing tenaciously to their
Meacham
appeared
early
last
25c
ma ! margain to register surprise
Maiv Louise Holland. Frances women bake in pits in the center
scoreless, while quickly running
Victory
over
the
erack
Indian
Holloway, Marjorie Holt. Rose- of tne house, and develop great year.
up 16 points themselves. Sheffield.
pshooteis. sounding nke the Southsidc Drujc Store
maiy Howell. Virginia Howell. Le- ; skll, m weavmg and sewini "The
Rice, and Magner did most of the 1. e of
the Plying Squadron's footNoir Hubbard. Jane Lee Hutche- motripr does noi wash her chilwinners scoring, and Leib turned ball eii".' 11 11/1 eu.k. Foster, SaunPartner (.«;•• II i I l Knd
son, Emma Hutchinson. Jane dlen: sne iets tnem R10w up and
in a good job at guard.
The government makes more
Shu paced the Institute's
,»,»n|vKG u W'lV^M
Jackson. Mary Jackson. Helen wash themselves." said Emmanuel;
North Carolina 18; W. & L. 39 dersand
monc out of meal mlllt
ttack that set them out in front
nKUUKJvK A 1 I i)IN
Jeffries
.but he told at the same time of tnan ,he
y ,armer dues
and
wheat
H
Upset No. 1 for the state and :.,,rl g mi,iu,,,s 0f play," never to
Flora Jett-Cranz, Dorothy John- thp mother-s cale in feeding her
.
'dden taxes
leaders was witnessed i„ beaded
Andrews and Taffe
son. Mary Jane Jolliffe. Louise chi]dlen Bnd sanK a native lula- produce more revenue from these 'conference
in
product? man there are profits.
Lynchburg when the white were outstanding for William and
Jones. Sarah Joyner. Pauline by
| phantoms from Carolina appear- , M.IV
Keller, Rachel Kibler. Mrs. Olhe
gniek
Emmanuei pointed out
ed from all over the place to run
Holding Bndgewater Coll.
duality—Service
O. Koonce. Mildred Ligon, Mrs. tnat ln many respects, Asia MiVie«
From
High
Mountain
more
than
scientific
rings
around
a ,,„ai ol /(.n, ,,„.,,,, for tne ggg.
Blizabeth H. Loving. Johnny Ly- i nor remains the rountry It was
From the summit of Snowdon. 'the famed Blue Comets of Lex- , M(| |m [ .[„. Yellow Jackets ran
brook, Julia Lyons. Shirley Me- ,n Blbnt.ai times. Marriage is still
Calley Barbara McCaskell, Mar- contracted by the families of the England's highest mountain, about ington. Cy Youngs Generals had roughshod ovei the outclassed
36 mountains and 32 lakes are said the upper hand until the last 9 i
, 33.J3 „unty. Paliscak
tha McCorkle
marriageable children
to be visible (Iver good weather minutes; but from that POinl on, , (| (be Jackets, aided by IfcFall
Mary Hille McCoy. Mabel McDivorce is granted only when <• inditloni
it was all tlie Tar Heels' game. an,| Hubbard,
lain
Judith Marshall. Susan tne young bride fails to please
Marshall. Anna Maxey. Ernestine ,ne pat|.ian.n and members of the
Farmville, Virginia,
Meacham. Dorothy Menefee. Mary (1.jh(> and lribai nfe prevails.
M
i
Walker Mitchell. Charlotte Morpaphael Emmanuel's words beton. Alice Moyer. Jean Moyer, tl.aved a wide cultural backS( IIOOI.OI MHSIM.
Carolie Nelson, Marjorie Nimmo, ground: and |t \s not surpiismu
Durham. N. < .
Emma Noblin. Clara Nottingham. t|) nnr w|l() nas neard him s|„.ak
Elizabeth Ann Parker. Esther ,() 1(%,u.n )na, tms descendant 0f
Tin Diploma Of Graduate Nurse
Partridge, Dorothy Perkins, Ag- NebUchadnasser. king of Babylon,
■ -1 after thn 1
nes Pickral. Lucile Pierce, Cath- js , ^nd,,,,, (ll Wesley and Luther,
Hi- I).
Bachelor of Science
erine Pilcher, Fiances Pope. Mary |ha| |)(1 has sUldled m England at
m Nursing for two additional ■
Flowers for All O11 asion-t
Wanda Pol Ki field. Jane Powel'. oxford, and 'hat lie has taught
0 api roved co legs work befon n
Lula Power. Mary C Power, Eh- ,,, MrOii,l University in Mmfter the course in Nursing. The
PHONES 1H1—273
ni 1. 'i ilremi nts are Intellisabeth Prince. Frances Pritchett. t,.eai He is now Uvlna In WashMary M Prosise Mrs. Virginia ,nRton and lecturing at .dura
1. ■ 1 haracti t and

Raphael Emmanuel Sydney B. Hall
Spoke to Students Speaks at H.-S.
On February 14

COLLEGE
8HOPPE

10c

KLEANWELL

C'.eaners & Tailors

Phone 98

GRAY'S
DRUGSTORE

Upsets Prevail
In Week-End

(i. F. BUTCHER CO.

COAL CO.

Planten Hank &
Trust Company

DUKE UNIVERSITY '""'- •••■"" " wammmttm
WILLIS, the Florist

Pullen.

from

tional and religious Institutions,

Nellie Putney, Eugenia Ram- ms present tour being through
sey. Ruth Read. Helen Reiff. Viiginia and Maryland.
Dorothy Reynolds. Mary Frances
The talk by Shiek Emmanuel Is
Rice, Dorothy Robbins, Kathenne t**e second in a series of natives
Roberts.
Elizabeth Robertson of other lands through Which Dr,
Dorothy Rollins. Jane Rosenber- Jarman hopes to give the faculty
ger. Dorothy Rudder. Marguerite .|n(, slU(i,,nt body a better knowRuss, Louisa Sanford. Martha 1(,dK(, of foreiRn countries people
Anne Saunders.
and customs.
Nancy Saville. Helen Seward.
Mary Lou Shannon. Marion ShelBack Slang Prevalent
ton, Porter Shepherd, Sarah SiThe British Tommy in the war
bold, Mary Sue Simmons Doro1 used
thy Smith. Perrye Smith. Virginia was addicted to back
Whitehead Smith. Marguerite the word "niur" so often ind
Snell. Margaret Stallard, Edna stantly thai many did m I
rum
Strong, David Terry, Elizabeth * as bark
Tindall.
Elizabeth Tyree, Edith Vassar,
Eliza Wise, Katherine Wood.
Elizabeth vonGemmingen, Jose- Nancy
Woodward.
Margaret
phine Ware, Jean Watts. Louise Wright. Virginia Yager, Cain.
Wells. Helen Went/ May Wertz.' Yeatts. Sidney Yon.. Predna E
S. Elizabeth West. Selma West.; Armfleld. Lillian German. Jamie
Patricia Whitlock, Elizabeth P. Lee Peake, Elizabeth Townatnd
Wilkinson, Eloise Williams Flora' Harriet Walker, Mary Kathryn
Winn.
Dodson. Alice Coberly

1 1 edited high school.
work

rears of
college work thereafter. The an: 1

K) COVei
the
bOOl
* ideill

Of

"o\. mm. ;

mitti 1

Cal ilogues
md Information
quirements may be
1 Com
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We do invisible half-solinc
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Johns Motor Company
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Electric Shoe Shop

Sales and Service
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Qare Tree Major
Gives "Peter Pan"
In Auditorium
Next Thursday

Student
Standards

Johnny Walker Is Favorite
Of Every S. T. C Student
Do you know Johnny? He's a
tiny little fellow with pleading
blue eyes and jet black hair. And
when he looks at you with those
eyes you just can't resist him.
Boys, as a rule, don't make much
of an impression upon me. but I
can still see little Johnny's face as
he begged to go down town with
me. What could I say but "Yes"?
Oh, he was so excited, but he
didn't say a word the whole way
down. He seemed perfectly happy
just to walk along at my side. I
wondered what he would do when
I went into a store. Well, sir! He
followed me right on In.
While I was shopping I heard
some one behind me say. "Why
hello. Johnny, what are you doing
in here?" When I looked around
I saw Johnny following a group
of girls out of the store.
Ditched! Imagine how flattered
I felt. The fickle little rascal.
When I got back to school
Johnny was walking around the

campus trying to find someone
else to walk down town with.
One day he followed a group
of us six miles out into the countiy. His little legs were so short
he had to run to keep up with
US. Quite often we had to stop
and wait for him. He was so thirsty before we got back that we
had to stop at a farm house to
get some water.
We walked into French Class
one morning and there in front
of the classroom, stretched full
length lay Johnny Walker.
I was talking to Cousin Tommy
once and he told me that Johnny's
people couldn't keep him home
after the college opened—he's
that fond of the girls.
So the next time you see a
small black Scotty parading the
campus, say. "Come on. Johnny
Walker. Let's go down town." and
you'll make him the happiest
little dog in Farmville.

For All Freshmen
And New Girls

Mrs. Overcast.
Victim of Crash

Commission
Comments
i

"(iirl to Order"
Given on Feb. 10
For the first time this session
the Jongleurs will swing into action the night of February 10th
when Ed Young will present his
version of "A Girl to Order" by
Bessie W. Springer.
The cast, only recently completed, will see James Johnston
in the lead role of Dudley Elliott,
the college boy who gets himself
into a mess of trouble by spending more money than he has or
can get; Ed Young in the role of
Howard Clayton, his roommate;
Lex Allison, as Mr. Elliot. Dud's
father; Keith Eubank, as Fred
Evans, his helper, and Bob Vaughan, as Earl Nelson, the quickwitted friend of Elliott. There is
one role in the play yet to be
filled—that of Elsie Jordan, sweetheart of Elliott. The role will probably be filled by some girl resident of the Hill if one can be
procured.
The play, a rollicking satire on
college life, has been a successful
one wherever shown for the past
few years. Further details will be
announced later as to a definite
hour for the performance.

"Informal" is just the adjective
< ,IIIK to a Student Standaids
to describe the open forum which
meeting?"
was held in the Freshman ComAnd nine times out of ten the
mission last Thursday night in
listener registers a
complete
the Y. W. lounge for the purpose
blank.
of discussing campus problems.
What is the Student Standaids
Questions were raised as to why
Committee'' It is what the name
Freshmen can't go to the down>mi>lies aii on'aiii/ation to maintown post office, what features of
i tain high standards in college life.
student government are most atThe most celebrated children's It is a Clearing house between the
tractive to you. and many other
varied and interesting ones whose
play oi the twi Dtleth century will itudenl body and the faculty and
the
administration.
It
works
to,
be soil) here OH Thursday. Jan.
answers we consider so necessary
26, when the Woman's Club of bring about K spirit of cooperato know and to understand. We
Farmville presents the Clare Tree tion in the solution of student
intend to briefly summarize those
problems.
This
sounds
theoretiMajor children's theater In two
things which are not only essenperformances ol "Peter Pan", the cal, inn when you walk up the
tial to us as individuals, but also
Internationally celebrated fantasy steps of Senior Building without
an' vital to the life of our colgroping
in
the
dark
or
when
you
by Sir James M Barrle, author
lege.
Uiivin
on
of th c
of "Mary Rose", "Dear Brutus". »e ""' BM
*
'°P
,
Regarding the question raised
What Every Woman Knows" and Rotunda or when someone tells
by one student as to which is
you
that
you
are
in
too
many
orother plays familiar to grown-up
more
important—curricula
or
ganizations, you may know that
theatergoers.
extra-curricula activities, we wish
"Peter Pan" was first produced the Students Standards Committo say just this: although the
in 1904. when Charles Frohman. tee has been on the job.
question raised may seem someWho belongs on the Student
the distinguished American prowhat foolish to you upon first
ducer, presented it in London. Two Standards Committee? Well, you
consideration, it really deserves a
elected
two
members
of
your
class
years later he brought it to Amergreat deal of thought since there
to serve on the committee. The
ica
are so many interesting
and
In the role Of "Peter Pan" was freshmen elected Elizabeth Ann
worthwhile activities which beckon
Effect of Rattlesnake Venom
Parker
and
Ellen
Royal,
the
sophthe delicate, wistfully beautiful
us. But when the extra activities
Once rattlesnake venom begins
young BCtreas Maude Adams, who omores—Ellen Gray and Martha
Here's a tip—be sure to see the
begin to crowd out your necessary Circulating in the bloodstream, death
created a Dl ver-to-be-forgotten Welchel, the juniors—Helen Reiff Junior production January 24.
activities the best thing to do
and
Frances
Alvis.
the
seniors—
theater tradition as the boy who
A car driven by Mrs. H. B. is. as Isabel Williamson stated. soon follows Unlike othi
1939.
wouldn't grow up, After the very Theresa Graff and Mary Jackson.
For the past two years the pre- Overcash, wife of Professor H. B. "Pick out that in which you can which affect only one organ, it
pics instantly everything it cent
first performance of "Peter Pan" Dr. Jarman appointed six mem- sent Junior Class has been thrill- Overcash of the Hampden-Sydney work best and stick to it."
disintegrate
in America critics wrote enthusi- bers of the faculty to the Com- ing the student body with its Club faculty, was involved in an acci"Food"—how many times durastically, "It is Alice in Wonder- mittee. Then the heads of all Manhattan, which had its gala dent Friday afternoon with a car ing the day or night do we hear
land". "Treasure Island' and 'The major organizations attend every opening in 1937 and which re- driven by William Nicboldt. a; that incessant word? Well, anyLarucsl Station in World
I.it tie White Bird' all in one. made meeting. Kitty Roberts represents opened in 1938 by popular de- Farmville High School student. way, it was brought up there in
The Grand Central station. New
Into a fantasy and sweetened and the Student Council. Sarah But- mand.
The accident occurred on the the open forum and all those pre- York city, is the largest station la
spaed as only Barrie can spice ton comes for the Y. W.. Jenny
This year the Juniors, whose outskirts of Farmville at the In- sent learned that the cost of the the world covering 79 acres and beCarroll leaves basketball practice originality and versatility made tersection of the Farmville-Klngs- three meals served in the dining ing able to accommodate •(" 00
and savor it."
"Peter Pan" ran in New York to represent the A. A.. Margue- Club Manhattan such a success ville road opposite the new col- hall is approximaely $250 each pie in Its public roomi si one time.
for a full year, and was then tak- rite Blackwell breezes in for the gives you something new—Capt. ored school building.
day. or thirty-three cents per peren mi tO'JT to the leading cities House Council, and the three edi- Henry and his Showboat. Come
son. Norma Wood stated that
Accompanying
Mrs.
Overcash
in
of the United States. Miss Adams tors. Miriam Ficklen. LeNoir and hear the negro spiritualsr
revived it several tunes thereafter. Hubbard and Ann Dugger. put see the novel features which have the car were Miss Margaret Ha t Mrs. Shelton told her that a balanced diet was worked out for
Years later, Bva icGallienne again down their pencils long enough been worked up for this presen- and Miss Dorothy Overcash.
each meal, and that since she was
offered the famous play both in to discuss important issues that tation—hear Sara Keesee singallowed only so much per day by
New York and on tour, with her- come up in the life of every col- laugh with Dot Fischer as CapBut these are just a few of the the state that she necessarily must
See the
self as "Peter"
lege.
tain Henry—see Harriet Vaden in surprises in store for you.
serve "good but plain food."
Clare Tree Major's present proWhen does the Student Stan- an original skit—and especially be
The Junior Class which gave
The most appealing feature of
duct am .if Peter Pan", however. dards Committee meet? On the sure to see Macon Raine in a you the sophistication and syndiffers from all previous ones in first Thursday of every month. If skit entirely new and different— copation of Manhattan Club now student government expressed by
the students was the idea that
two Important ways.
you have a problem you would somehthing which has never be- gives you—"Capt. Henry and His student representation makes you
First. (Or the first time in his- like to have solved—a real one. fore been presented at S. T. C.
Showboat."
respect government more than if
HAND-WOVEN
tory, "Peter Pan" will be played not the Dorothy Dix type—see
the faculty were judging you.
by a boy.—Leslie Gorall. a charm- Mary Jackson, chairman, before
AM) HAND-MADE
The reason why freshmen and
ing, bright-faced youth last seen the first of every month.
sophomores can't go in the downin the theater with Burgess MerAnd watch this column every
town Post Office is definitely not
edith in High Tor "
month. Here's for better underjust to give the juniors and seniors
son
centuries
old
by:
the
appli1.
According
to
latest
college
Second for the first tune m his- standing among the students, the
an added privilege, but since there
NATl'RAI.
3.95
tory "Peter Pan" will be presentedI administration and the faculty! lingo, a very smart person is ance of acid to the bones, obser- are only four or five men employknown to fellow students as: a vance of the position of the bones, ed there and since the governWHITE, tow Heel
3.50
not merely for the children in the
moron, a brow, a head-pounder, using a stethescope. examination ment runs our Post Office, there
great Cities Of America though
a sun-beam, a brick, a book-bug. and measurement of the texture is no need to overwork them.
T1IK SENSATION
they Will not In neglected. Now at Record Review
2. Neon Is: a mineral, gas. glass, of the bones.
last owing to the flexible and
SCHOOL CMRI.S SHOES
Come
jitter' b
and jjvpi.s.
You
need
a
chaperone
to
go
to
12. "Croatan". a word believed
wire, a Greek god, the Italian for
carefully planned motorized equip- .....
.
... ..
to have been left by the colonists the downtown doctor because if
men! of the children's theater. n" tne down beat Wlth these new "no".
»
of the first permanent settlement you are sick enough to need a
children m the small cities, towns Victor record releases.
3. The words "Rebecca of, in North America, is: in the downtown doctor, you certainly
and Villages will have an oppor- ' Here's T. Dorsey with two songs ' Sunnybrook-Farm" contain the
are sick enough to need someone
Broun Saddled
tunny to see the great Barrie played in a dreamy fox trot tem- title of the latest book by the Louvre Museum. Paris. France, to take care of you.
inscribed on a stone at Plymouth
fantasy with all its diverse ele- „po: ,._.
,
,
...
„
famous uthor: Eve Curie. Dr. Rock. Mass., inscribed in the sand
Thanks for
As to the dating situation—Miss
ments so enchanting to child auEverything" and Wynne. Walt Disney,
Eleanor
Do You
dieiices pnates Redskins, wolves. "
Remember Last Night", Roosevelt. Daphne Du Maurier. at Virginia Beach, in a glass case Jane Royal explained that if our
The new red
in the Smithsonian Institute, in- dates would leave on time we
a crocodile that ticks like a clock. The first named is another GorHorace Mann.
might
be
able
to
get
longer
datrubber sole ..
scribed
on
a
tree
on
Roanoke
the wonderful underground house don and Revel number. The see4. The best way to prevent Island. N. Carolina, inscribed on ing hours. In order to adjust ourwhere the lost boys live with Wen- ond. a completely original numselves to the various campus probd) I their little mother, and ber. has a haunting air of fa- metal parts of eye glasses from a tree at Jamstown, Va.
falthful Nana. the dog-nurse,
mlllarity, winch will give it a discoloring the face is: To use] 13. There is the head of a moose lems that arise. Miss Royal said
\i west shades in
There are two daytime perform- quick rise to popularity. These are lotion, then dark powder: to take hanging: in the bell tower, in Dr. that. "We must all work together
anees ol • Peter Pan" scheduled both done by the Clambake Seven. off the glasses, to sit with feet | Jarman's office, in the library, to make our college a better place
HUMMING BIRD, ARC HER
higher than the head, to paint in Miss Bugg's office, on the belt in which to live, and also learn to
for the school children of Putin Victor 26119.
live now as we wish to live in the
the parts with natural color nail of Orion.
Edward, Cumberland and FarmHOSIERY
One of Irving Berlin's latest polish, to purchase
especially
14. Annapolis, Maryland has a future."
ville to be held on January i% in
i- "Well Never Know"; , made slips of celluloid that cover
( dual attrcatoin to college students
the state Tea, hers College Midi- Sammy Ka.vep.nys it. and Tommy
I i it i iiill
the parts inconspicuously
because of: deviled crabs, St. daughter of the driver. It is unlorium.
Ryan sinus it. It has the simpli1 im
depleting the splr- ,„v and cnaim wnlcn have
5 The number of doors of exit John's College, streets of gold, derstood that there were several
It ol those ever-young at heart, brought so many Berlin composi- from the school from Student to boardwalks. United States Naval other persons in the car driven
Quality. Price Service Store
la a fanta tj ol youth thai has lr- tions to the peak of popularity. Library that can be used by stu- Academy, a famous book used in by Nicboldt but none of the octhe World War, University of cupants of either car received seresistible appeal U) children and <)n ,,„. ,,.Vl.rse „ ..No sta|.
dents is 13. 17. 24. 25.
tuown-upsaike M was proven bj ,„sr. a balliul in mpdjum slow
rious injury.
6. I. Q. means: incoming quota- Maryland.
s heno , nal run m New York f„x ,,,„ tompo
^ ,)V tions,
15. The latest game on the sellintelligence
quotations,
idiotic quiz, immigration quota, ing market which is also the old" I!M"V1"1 thetransUtlonsthal Tl„„mv Ryan. victor 26120.
.-e sou, ,„ book torn and been
,„,,. m two numbm fro
, the you're in debt, intelligence quo- est game in the world is: parfrom
produced foi theater audlei
chesie. Tiny Tim, Image in a
new Paramount film "Paris Hon- tient.
the world over. With this In mind eymoon" Which is to be one of
7. Kill Devil Hill is: a bluff over- Mirror. Chinese checkers, the Love
arrangements have been made to the most successful pictures of looking the prison, Alcatraz. the Game. La crosse, charm, fortune.
hold an additional performanoi this type ever released. Victor has place where the Wright brothers ANSWERS
for i i
d adult audience on released Hue,' different recordings accomplished the first airplane
1. A brow
the night ol January N II the
flight, where angels grew wings,
2. A gas
of
these
two
songs.
"I
Have
Eyes".
public- demand la sufficient to de
and "You're a Sweet Little Head- where Tony Canzoneri. the cham3. Daphne Du Maurier
AII ot those Inter4. To paint the parts with naested in having, a night pi rform- ache ' One Is by Benny Goodman pion, trains.
8. In bowling, the term "spare" tural colored nail polish
ance oi Pi t< r Pan In Parmvllli and is in his typical swing style.
Victor 2f.o7i. Artie Shaw fanciers, refers to: the extra pair of shoes
on Januarj _'ii should notify \ii
5. 24
co Adams president of the Bluebird 7889 The third recording you carried with you. the black
6. Intelligence quotient
ot
these
two
bits
was
made
by
a
boy who picks up the pins, an
W man Club,
7. The place where the Wright
Baldwin's prices are the lowest in Farmville and the qualcomparatively new and young extra ball, knocking down all the brothers accomplished the first
ity of work the highest. All work is absolutely guaranteed and
band, Lea Brown Bluebird 10053. pins 111 two consecutive tries, the airplane flight
One ot these is sure to make your
done by experienced operators.
a who is second in the final
8. Knocking down all the pins
M.llllc loll |,> I S.
personal hit parade.
score.
I
in
two
consecutive
tries
status of Rochombeau was
off any permanent priced from S5.00 to
Here comes Fats" Waller and
9. If you were given a "wherry"
9. You would row it; a wherry
the gift of the French republic to his Rhythm, doing "I Won't Be.00. This is a wonderful opportunity to get
would
you
wear
it,
eat
it.
beat
it.
is
a
light
shallow
rowboat,
or
a
the United Stab
ndi In La
a fine permanent at a rial k
n price!
Itove it" and Imagine My Bur- 1 went, put it in your clothes clos- barge
I
Is square In Washington, D C
- fingers do things et, sniff it before retiring at
10. A dress
and a
If you want the best and greatest .satisfaction have your
11. Examination and measure'
dent Theodore Roosevelt in tO the piano, while he sings you night.
Beauty work done at BALDWIN'S.
a song m which vou hear uist a
10. Many maga/mes last year ment of the texture of the bones.
1002
little more the second time than told us that Diendl is: John D.
12. Inscribed on a tree on RoaUM first Hack ot Wa'.'.ei himself. Rockefeller's middle name, a lame noke Island, North Carolina
syncopation of ins Rim inn duck, a dress, a druid. a new slang
13. In the library
Preset r< n series. ISM sasa
but the record is aeeentisil)
-ion.
14. St. John's College and the
A wildfiower pn i rve honoring work by ""Fats'" Martin Block had
11 Science has so advanced United States Naval Academy
PHONE 159
Btonewsll I
lerata gen a hand in writing 'I Wont It. that it is possible to determine
FARMVIIXES BEST BEAl'TY SHOP
15. "The Love Game" land it's
oral, Is i" it i
urg, Vs.
lane It" Bluebird 10062.
the race of the remains of a per- I a good one)

Woman's Club
Of Farmville
Will Sponsor Play

GIRLS!

NEW...
"DUN-DEER"

QUIZ QUESTIONS

OXFORDS

White Oxfords

2.95

BALDWIN'S

JANUARY BEAUTY SPECIALS

A $3.50 Permanent Wave
for only

$2.50

25* off«

BALDWIN'S BEAUTY SHOP

I
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Frosh Basketball
Team Winsfrom Rice
Red and White
Defeats Visitors
By 13-5 Score

Yearlings Bow
To F. U. Cadets

The Freshman basketball squad
defeated Rice High school 13-5
In a basket bal lgama played on
Tuesday. January 17.
Farmville was the first to seore
after two minutes of play. Neither
team scored during the remainder
of the quarter leaving the score
2-0 at the end of that period.
The second quarter moved slowly until Farmville opened the
scoring with two goals in quick
succession. Near the end of the
barter a technical foul was called against Rice. Farmville gained
a point on the foul and the first
half ended with the S. T. C.
Freshmen in the lead by a score
Of 7-0.
In the second half the Farmville
Red and White team again began
the .-coring. Rice fouled and the
free shot gave Farmville another
point As soon as the ball was put
in play Faimville scored another
field goal. A personal foul was
then made by Farmville and Rice's
free throw hit the basket to give
them their first point and bring
the score to 10-1.

Vital evidence of the truth of
the popular "Friday the 13th"
superstition was shown when the
strong Fork Union team defeated
the H.-S. Frosh 52-36 in an almost
"free for all" game Friday night.
Three Baby Tigers. Link, Holmes,
and Tasker and one Fork Union
man. Erickson. were put out of the
game because of fouls.
McElwee of Fork Union tallied
the highest score of the game
with 18 points while Davis, who
played less than half of the game,
was high man for H.-S. The first
half was close—Fork Union leading by only three points at the
half—but during the second half
they scored almost at will.

Basketball Season Is
In Full Suing As
Month of January Rolls By

Sport Slants
By Louise Bryan
With the varsity basketball
squad chosen the girls are on the
brink of a new and better start,
ready to conquer all their challengers, being positive 'we hope)
of your support on Feb. 3 when
the varsity meets East Radford in
the college gym. On March 3 they
meet Panzer and girls, this will
be a killer-diller 'cause it is going
to be the last round-up of the
basketball season.
In all the excitement don't forget the class games which are
scheduled for the week of Jan. 23
and that extra important game on
Jan. 27 when the finals will be
played. And while I'm on the subject—and just as a hint to you
upperclassmen -you'd better beware of that brand new Red and
White team. Why, I'm telling you
right. Jenny has really brought
them together with what I call
unity.
By the way, where have you
been lately? Haven't seen many of
you swinging and swaying out at
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DRUMELLER'S
FANCY
MEATS AND i.uni mil -

the old golf way. You can't blame
it on the weather either because
there have been some beautiful
days.
I envy those girls whom I sawriding those fine horses at Longwood, don't you? Guess we will
have to learn to ride. Now come
on. don't hold out on us, we know
there are some handsome riding
habits tucked away in those
trunks, and we bet that you are
just dying to trot along those
bridal paths.
Before you make final arrangements for going abroad this summer, we might practice up on
your shuffle board. Then too, don't
forget you can enjoy a wonderful
game of badminton any time you
like.
I dare some of you drugstore
fiends to trade a little of that
carbonated water of Shannons' for
a little of the crystal-clear water
of the pool.
So play with us, and this means
I you!

Well, here It is January, and
ole man winter has come in with
a bang! And what is the first
thing that we think of when it
comes to sports? Sure, you guessed
it! It is basketball, and what an
5—10—25c STORK
interesting subject.
It is during the winter that the
basketball girls work harder than
ever getting all of that so-called
Pure Thread S1I.K 1IOSK
pep. vim and vigor that is needed
Full Fashioned
in order that we might again be
Guaranteed to You
proud of them. For the past three
years we have been the State
Champions and all of us want to
keep up the good work! While the
Varsity Squad is working so hard
and refraining from sating between meals and all the goodygoodies that we all enjoy, can't
we do something to help them?
Visit us for the
Of course we can—so let's all of
IU be down in the gym on Feb. 3rd
and give our team our support
BEST FOUNTAIN SERVICE
We want to see S. T. C. win over
East Radford with flying colors—
so—I'll be seeing you there.
What about the swimming meet
that takes place some time in the
early spring? If you remember,
last year we came out 3rd place
College and Sorority Jewelry
in the National Division and 1st
Dlace in the Southern Division 317 MAIN ST.
FAKMVU.I.E.
So come on down to the pool, you
(links, and begin practice early.
I m going to need some artificial We'd like to win 1st place in both
respiration if I ever get out of ca-es this year, and we can if we
here alive. Listen back there I try hard enough.
can't move any faster so just quit
shoving me around. These peoThe five driving forces in the
Mill WORK
ple who step on other people's daily life of the average college
shoes! Believe it or not. I'm at the student have been charted by
m ll IH\«. MATERIALS
entrance to the post office. I al- Cornell University's Dr. Julian
ways get so excited when I go af- L Woodward after an extensive
ter my mail. Bet I get a lot of i lesearch into campus social life.
mail today—so many people owe
These driving forces are: "the
me letters. Time, time. time, the drive for prestige; the need to reKIDAK FILMS printed and
seconds pass so slowly.
lease tremendous energy by doing
Developed
My box I'm so excited my hand things and going places; the wish
to
achieve
independence
from
is sheking. Now what is the comONE DAY SERVICE
bination. Oh yes. Just let me have home ties and be recognized as
rorm to bend down a little to see an adult; the problem of relainto my box. please. Oh, did I tionship with the other sex. and
knock those books from your finally the planning for adult
bands? Say, I'd help vou pick life."
Dr. Woodward also determined
thtm up only I'm gonna be late
for my class. Now let me see- how students rate the prestige
of other students. He found that
Jumping Grass Hoppers!
r
a male student rates prestige by
Catch me. I think I'm gonna "which fraternity he belongs to;
V
faint. Someone remarks. "Her his campus offices and the teams
—AT—
mail box is empty."
he makes; his smoothness, a compound of clothes, car and line':
and farther down the list his
—FOR—
grades, more as an index of intelligence than of culture."
Women students rate each
other "first by sorority, then by
,,r
<r date
i,bi,i,vrating, a compound of the

ROSE'S

ON THE CORNER

49c

C. E. CHAPPELL CO.

MARTIN, the Jeweler

Mail Line Creates Jam
The final quarter was scoreless Similar to N, Y.
Subwa7
until Farmville gained an extra

point on a personal foul. Rice rallied and scored a field goal. After
a Farmville substitution the visitors rolled up two more points by
dropping another field goal. There
v. as no more scoring and the
game ended with a score of 13-5.

Part of the regular routine of
Farmville S. T C. girls is to get
their mail. How many of us have
experiences similar to this?
Why don't you get of my way?
Let a fellow pass, won't vou? Say.
I am sorry I didn't mean to bump
vou. Excuse me. I'm in a hurry. Sh.
only one more corner to turn.
down the hall to the post office,
and then to my mail.
Around the corner, yes. But not
a step further. The hall is so
crowded that one feels like a
packed sardine—ouch! you stepped on my foot. Quit pushing,
won't you? I'm in the right line,
the one that goes to the post office. Say. funny face, vou don't
have to read your letter now do
yot'? Ycu aren't looking where
you're going. If vou bump into
me one more time I think I'll lam
you one. Oh, move along a little
aster up there,
'Halfway down the hall> Gosh,

Farmville Mfg. Co

Southside Drag Store
Patronize

Patterson I)ru< Co.
Money Saving Prices

The Last Word
llli the Student Council

/■•RID
BERGERON
UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON COFD.

WON THE NATIONAL INT I RCOU-B IATI
INDIVIDUAL SMALI I":'I BPLE
CHAMPIONSHIP WITH A P6RFKT1
SCORE OF 5CO '

R.S. GALLOWAY
HAS ATTENDED THE FORMALCPf-NING OF EKSMNE COUfGE
TOR 7ft cr>N?EarriVF Yl AKS '
COUtWATI ■

PEOPLES NATIONAL BANK
Farmville, Virginia
CAKEFUL MANAGEMENT

COURTEOUS SERVICE

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.

For years we have been listening to an everlasting "why do we
have such rules?"
In any organization there must
be certain set rules to which the
members must adhere. Our college
IS
«?« excePtlon
,
t
t
Often people ask "why shouldD I freshmen be able to go downtown any time during the day?"
College is indeed a new experience
for freshmen and in order that
hey may acclimate themselves to
his new system and routine it
is essential that they be on campus the greater part of the school
day. If they need anything which
they aren t able to get on the
i campus they can either order it
| or get permission from the home
office to get it.
Then we upperclassmen wonder why we aren't allowed to go to
town at night. We have the privilege of going to town anytime
during the day. there are scheduled meetings from after dinner un.h,r,y u„M ™ oS is 7m h

needed study hour and the one

GIRLS:
It is Sale Time at DAVIDSONS, and that
should mean something to every girls at S. T. C.
All Coats and Dresses reduced to nearly halfprice. Also a real bargain in Hosiery that is a real
buy for everyone.

1

59c-2F' $1
VISIT is FOR THE BB8T OF BARGAINS

DAVIDSON'S
The House of Quality

Theta Chi Anil
Sigma Chi Win
^Jiira! Pin I on

,(

ly and the prestige of the men
who date them; then by college
The Theta Chi combination of activities, and finally by grades
Mayes and Slade undoubtedly as a mark of intelligence."
proved their worthiness of being
champions last
called doUbles
University of Chicago wordFriday afternoon by defeating the technicanis have been working
independent's team of McBath for a long time now on a new
and wlluamson in three out of American-English dictionary, and
flve Rames: the
scores
be,
they've come across a couple of
21-11. 20-22. 21-18. 21-11. In win- facts that may be of interest to
ning
Mayes and slade defeated
you. For Instance:
the teams of Kappa Si ma
Pj
They've found that use of the
K
A1 ha and flnal,
th
In.
word "co-ed" was first made in
.
,
depcndpnts
Thls
s tne second
1893. and first got recognition In
con.secutive year Mayes and Slade the old "Independent" in 1907 in
have won out
this sentence: "The fellows in a
Jack iJakei Wilson, represent- bodjl may laugh at the co-eds yet
ing Sigma Chi in the Singles they rarely fail to open or close
competition defeated Harold Mit- a door for them." Maybe that is
chell of the Theta Chi's in the BWanl as a bit of a left-handed
for us. too.
finals in three straight games etiquette lesson
And the uCOll0ffl widow" is given
The scores were 21-15. 21-14. and
nltlon with this definition:
21-15.
Jack advanced to the semi.
Anals by a forfeit from the K A s "A 'collect widow' is the unforand defeated Arthur Fields, the tunate young woman who. having
*'™d'n* champion to move Into been the pe, of several COlto*
,h<> Pinals

«»"»'

Mj ,h 11

" *'

half hour from ten until tenThe K A.'s are now leading ln
thirty is a hard earned senior the Cose fight for the Intramural
privilege Senior privileges are few crown with 185 points.
The
and far between. This is one which I scores follow:
cacti class in time will be granted. I Kappa Alpha
185
■0 vou under classmen sit tight ; Pi Kappa Alpha
157 5
and look forward to the time, Theta Chi
145
when you too will be able to dash Kappa Sigma
137.5
madly to town and back for a Sigma Chi
130
coca-cola.
Independents
105
There are still a few people on Chi Phi
95
: campus who don't understand why Theta Kappa Nu
30
01 aren't able to ride at night.
In the first place we should be
in school, but the main reason night away from home without
is the danger to ourselves
At asking her mother's permission
home our families have only one. If some situation arises when- vou
two or three daughters to look are needed 11 la necessary that
hool authorities know ethers
after Dae a little common MOM
and try to imagine how you would to find you. You are not in a powisest
feel if you had the responsibility sition always to n.
dec!
Ion
for
youraell
•»
you
must
of eight hundred girls The next
thne you'gripe about not being secure a permi
ire spendable to ride at night think of the,1"" tn«' ""'h' '"" "f 'ho01
schools reaponalbUlty of you
While we are to aehooi ire ahould
welfare.
abide by the rules and have the
The same thing applies to your same M peel fOI the 'hool auleaving school on week-ends No thorftli
■■ our faone would think of spending the milies.

"'' "

w,,holU

.makm"

Drug! and Toiletries
Expert
Prescription Service
Clean Fountain
Featuring
Southern Dairies "Velvet"
lee Cream
238 MAIN STREET

TRY A PAIR
of

"DEXDALE*
Beautiful silk Stoekluat
from

VERSER'S

;

'

Mngle permanent capture, at la, p
f
^hei
tftf artm.™ < OHM U) . . .
and with faded charms, falls out

of eight and memory."
When the house mother irately
B kcil at 11:15 p m.: "Do you
think you can spend the night
Colllteh Boy doubt fullv replied, "I dunno now. Guess
I'd bitter call my room-mate
In st huh?"

SHANNON'S
For Valentine
(ANDY

MOJUD HOSIERY
•Now you have acceaa to an accessory secrel of the
film colony's smartest women , , , The iecret li Mojud
Clari-phane silk stockings. They range from the subtle i" the dramatic . . Created especially for Mojud
. . . and for YO\J\

79c'" $1.15 """,,ir

The Best Hosiery Value in 'Iown

DOROTHY MAY STORE
Parmvilla's Only Exclusive Women's Store
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Many Girls Leave
School for Week-end
Four Students
Attend Dances
Held at V. P. L
Among those from Parmvllle
who wi re ID Richmond during the
week-end of January 14. were
Dons Aclkins. Elizabeth Billups,
Dodd, Essie MlUner, Jane
,iii Judd, Pliillippa
Schlobohm, Janella 8helor, Jean
si< el, Lavali ", Olenn and Mararel Coulter.
z
Among those girls from s. T. C.
who attended the DeMoUy dance
at V. P. I m Blacksburg January
14 were Bstelle Paulette, Harriett
AuMin. M M
I >■ all and Dot
Henderson.
Jane Englebv and May Winn
weir recently the guests of Gay
Ward Brown at her home on
Princeton Circle in Lynchburg.
Sarah Hayes and Seima West
win guests ai Hit' home of their
pan HI. in Newport News during
the pas! week-end.
Kay Horsley has returned from
William and Maiy m Williamsiiui where she was the guest of
Jane Sauiiders.
Elisabeth Kent was the recent
Elizabeth Kent at
her home m Hydes. Maryland.
Elisabeth Wilkinson was a
at the home of her parents
in Lawrencevtlle during the weekend of Januarj 11
Among the girls who visited in
Roanoke during the past weekend were Ruth Hill, Marie utt,
and Elizabeth Carter,
Caroline Willis has returned to
"I from Predericksburg where
she was ncently a guest at her
home,
Elisabeth Harris was the guest
"l Mis. Ann Cabell at her home
'ii fork Union during the weekend of January 14.
Among the girls from p. s. T. C.
who were In Lynchburg during the
last week-end were Emogene Hutter, Mary C. Taylor, Marjorie
Oooden, Polly Hughes and Judith
Marshall,
Margan i Black was a guest at
the home i.i bar parents at the
.Shores during the week-end of
■ la unary 14.
Ruth Lea Purdom has returned to school after a short visit to
her home in Danville.
Elisabeth Towneand was reeently the guest of her parents
»< their home on Shore street in
burg,
Frances Perkins was a etiesi at
her home in Emporta during the
week-end «i January 14.
Marj Clan Beck was a guest at
the home of bet parents during
i he week-end of January 14

Bonnie Lane
Continued from Page 1
educated that we have in our
country Thus, with less chance
of a degree they are inclined to
study more than we do.
"I our country, the Germans
in America, yen donl hike
advantage oi your opportunities."
The thret apparent assets of
Hitler are his army, his propoganda and his Powerful Personality iiis people consider him the
Savior of the world, and (or that
nil joke about him
as we do oi our political leadi i
A joke is toid however, In winch
Hitler, Chamberlain, Daladier,
and Mussolini were ashing when
Hitler, after catching nothing,
asked Chamberlain why tfa
Chamberlain replied, "The
pooi tish in yoin country are
afraid to open then mouths!"
ll a Bui
Conference her opinions of the
SSl fault ol totalitarianism.
she replied t ii.it she though! 1!
was the menial sla\.iy m which
the people under that government
live, Tins was so crushing, be■ hnu can you have creative
men m mental ilavi
Bonnie finished smiled another
Bonnie Lane smile, and took her
I'Lu. acain in hei student body.
Lin..,in „i Central laaaslsa
"the!
| ma, (1787.
183141
»SS lulled for his efforts to
fnr Cent) .i I
I His contribution to tlu- lib)
i ,,|uca.
Inghai
■me.

A. A. U. VV. Drafts
Peace Resolution
To President

Infirmary Hours

8:00-10:00 a. m. Week days and
9:00-10:00 a. m. Sundays
At a recent meeting of the 4:30-5:30 p. m. every days except Saturdays and SunFarmville Branch of the American I
days
Association of University Women
a resolution was passed to submit,
Appointments may be made
the following petition to the Presfor other times when necessary.
ident of the United States and to |
Emergencies that arise out
Congress on the revision of the of hours will be seen at any
neutrality law:
time.
"Whereas, the people of the Communications:
United States desire peace and deTo Patients: Box under "Y.
Dr. and Mrs. Frank L. Robeson plore international lawlessness
W." Bulletin Board
of V. P. I., Blacksburg, announce and aggression, and
From Patients:
Window.
the engagement of their daughter.
Mary Evans, to Lieutenant John 1 "Whereas, the present neutrality Main Hall off from Auditorium
Articles with patients' name
Dudley Wood, U. S. A., son of Mrs. law contains no provision for conLucy Wood and the late Charles sultation and international cooper- on may be left in Infirmary ofDudley Wood of Flint Hill, Rap- ation for stopping aggression by fice.
pahonnock county. Miss Robeson ' economic means, and
Jean M. Martin, M. D.
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The love bug must have really
hit Fran Dicknison for we seldom
see her around "shining".

stagefright — nifty harmonizing.
And remember the Sophomore romance of "Handsome Harry
Hoosikow"—the stirring drama
Mats 4 P. M — Nights 8 P. M.
embodying the trials and errors
of the love affair of Percival TruWed -Tliurs.. Jan. 18-19
hart and his Fanny?
Ken Murray. Johnny Downs
Jack and Jill show us how
Ted Werms A Band
"Mother Goose went to Town"
"Siriii(/ Sistvr'.' Stiirif/"
—truckin'—no less.
Community Sing A Novelty
From Junior sing comes a
glimpse of the future. ShirleyIridav-Sat.. Jan. 20-21
Temple at fifty-eight, whose
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piercing soprano still harps on
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JACK BENNY
(JAIL PATRICK
Capitalizing on the Current
"ArtistI and Mitdels
rage, comes a scene from the last
production. "Bister
Pat, with
. 1 brood"
Apologies to Brother Rat", which
yields some more winsome wit and
provides for a musical finale
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EACO THEATRE

DAWN PATROL'

L'nele Kli.n Saying
"If a man wlf a million." said
Uncle Ebcn. "listens to all de advice he gits bout what to do wlf it.
he sin' got no time to answer questions 'bout how he got it '
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NEWEST CARDIGAN SWEATERS
All the newest Spring Colors, Aligora Finish
Sizes
32 to 40
Newest Spring
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CHEST£RF/ELDS
the Happy Combination
for More Smoking Pleasure
IVIore smokers every day are
turning to Chesterfield's happy
combination of mild ripe American and aromatic Turkish
tohaccos—the world's best cigarette tobaccos.
When you try them you will
know why Chesterfields give
millions of men and women
more smoking pleasure . . .
whyTUEY SATISFY

-T7.
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.. the blend that can't be copied
...the RIGHT COMBINATION of the

world's best cigarette tobaccos
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